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Abstract
Learning a foreign language such as English is an important task for many people. The process of learning takes
time and it is important to have a simple way to evaluate the
progress of the skill. We propose a method to evaluate the
reader’s English skill based on a mobile eye tracking system. The eye tracker captures the reader’s behavior while
reading a document. The front camera of the eye tracker
records the scene image that contains the read document.
By using a retrieval algorithm we can recognize the read
document and project the eye gaze data from the scene image to the document space. Then, some features related to
the reading and solving behavior on several documents are
computed. As a first result, we show that the TOEIC score
can be estimated with an error of 36.3 points.
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H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input devices and strategies

Introduction
Due to globalization, it is more and more important for nonnative English speakers to study English language. During the learning process, it is necessary for the learners
to know their current skill by taking English tests. One of
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the most famous English test in some Asian and European
countries is the TOEIC (Test of English for International
Communication) [2]. For example, in 2014, around 2.4 millions Japanese people took this test to estimate their language skill 1
Unfortunately, taking the TOEIC has several constraints.
The participants must go to a specific place at a specific
time to take the exam, pay the fee and wait around 1 month
after taking the test to get the results.

Figure 1: The mobile eye tracker
can be worn as glasses. One
camera records the scene and two
others record the eyes.

the authors is around 82% of error for the understanding
prediction.
In the same year, Copeland et al. proposed to estimate the
reading comprehension based on eye gaze movements
by using an artificial neural network [3]. The misclassification rate is quite low, but the dataset is heavily unbalanced
(most answers are good) and the result are equal or under
the baseline classifier.

This motivates us to propose a new method for estimating
the English skill by simply wearing a mobile eye tracker.
The eye tracker records the eye movements which reflect
the reader’s skill. We compute some features based on the
eye movements and combine them with the number of good
answers given by the subject to estimate the TOEIC score.
Figure 1 is an illustration of a mobile eye tracker.

In 2015, Yoshimura et al. proposed a method to classify the
TOEIC score in three classes: low, middle and high [9]. By
computing 33 features related to blinks, saccades, fixations,
etc. the authors succeeded to classify the English skill of 11
readers in 3 classes with an accuracy of 90.9%. But if the
number of classes if augmented from 3 to 4, the classification accuracy drop to 54.5%. So the skill can be estimated
only roughly.

In our experiment, 9 Japanese students read 10 documents
and solve the associated questions. The first result shows
that, on average, the TOEIC score can be estimated by our
method with an error of 36.3 points, which is 3.7 % of the
whole range of the possible scores (from 10 to 990 points).

The main difference of our proposal is the use of a mobile
eye tracker. Furthermore, our analysis of the English skill is
based on the reading behavior when the subject read a text
and solve the related questions which allow us to estimate
the TOEIC score more accurately.

Related Work

Proposed method

In 2013, Kunze et al. [4] proposed a method for estimating
the English skill of a reader. The authors show that the average number of fixations and the standard deviation of the
number of fixations is different depending on the reader’s
skill.

Our proposed method consists of the 5 following consecutive steps:
1. Recording the eye gaze
2. Converting the eye gaze to the document coordinates

In 2014, Martinez-Gomez et al. proposed another method
to analyze the language skill (TOEIC or TOEFL score) of
a reader [6]. Unfortunately, the performance obtained by

3. Computing fixations and saccades
4. Extracting the features

1

http://www.toeic.or.jp/library/toeic data/toeic en/pdf/data/
TOEIC Program DAA.pdf
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5. Estimating the TOEIC score

SESSION: EYEWEAR

Fixations
Average duration
Total number
Sum of duration
Proportion of duration
Saccades
Average length
Average speed
Average time
Sum of time
Sum of the speed
Sum of the distance
Inverse of the average time
Table 1: 11 features computed for
the 3 areas (main text, questions,
and the overall document). The
“proportion of duration” represents
the ratio of the sum of duration
divided by the total time spend. To
these 33 features we add 2 other
features: the number of transitions
between the document and the
questions, and the number of good
answers. In total, 35 features are
used.

Figure 3: The eye gaze is recorded in the scene image. We apply
LLAH to retrieve the document image and compute the
geometrical transformation.
Figure 2: The subject is wearing a mobile eye tracker while
reading a document.

Recording the eye gaze
The mobile eye tracker contains 3 cameras. Two are located inside the glasses and record each eye. The last one
is a front camera recording the scene image. The eye gaze
positions are computed using the data from the two eye
cameras, and the position is displayed on the scene image
captured by the front camera. Figure 2 represents a subject
wearing a mobile eye tracker while reading a document.
Converting the eye gaze to the document coordinates
By using a mobile eye tracker, the subject can read freely
a paper document. The position of the eye gaze is given
for the scene image but the document in the scene image
can have a perspective distortion. Before analyzing the eye
gaze, we need to compute the geometrical transformation
of the document in order to project the eye gaze position
from the scene to the document coordinates. Figure 3 illustrates this principle.
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In order to solve this problem, we use the LLAH ( Locally
Likely Arrangement Hashing ) algorithm [8]. It is a document image retrieval algorithm. An example of each document image to retrieve is stored in a database. Then, if one
of these documents appears on the camera, the document
will be retrieved and the geometrical transformation computed. After this step, the eye gaze positions are converted
in the document coordinates.
Computing fixations and saccades
The eye gaze movement of the reading behavior is composed of fixations (the position where the reader stop briefly
to acquire information) and saccades (the jumps between
the fixations) [7]. The Buscher algorithm [1] is used to compute the fixations and saccades from the raw eye gaze
data. The characteristics of fixations and saccades are different depending on the reader’s skill.
Extracting the features
As displayed in the Fig. 4 the document is divided in three
areas corresponding to the right page, the left page and the
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leave-one-out subject cross validation.
Then, the ridge regression method [5] is used to estimate
the TOEIC score of each subject as a function of 35 features.

Experiment

Figure 4: The document is divided into 3 areas: the main text
area, the question area and the overall document area. Some
features are computed for each area.

combination of both areas. The left page contains the main
text and the right page contains the questions. We extract
four features about fixations and seven features about saccades (see table 1 for details). These 11 features are computed for the three areas of the document. The document
contains fixations and saccades from the main text plus the
ones from the questions, plus the saccades going from one
to the other. Two other features are added to these 33 features: the number of correct answers given by the reader,
and the number of saccades between the main text and the
questions. A total of 35 features are used.
Estimating the TOEIC score
Before estimating the TOEIC score, a backward stepwise
feature selection is used to remove the features which are
not relevant. The feature selection is not applied for each
subject independently but for all the subjects based on a
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We asked nine subjects to read 10 documents. Each document consists of two pages: the left one contains the main
text and the right one contains four questions. The subject
is free to read and solve the question in the order he wants.
After processing five documents, the subject has a short
break. The mobile eye tracker used for the experiment is an
“Eye tracking Glasses 2.0 (ETG2.0)” made by SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI). The eye tracker was calibrated one
time for each participant before starting the experiment.
The average age of the subjects is 22.4 (maximum: 24,
minimum: 20, and standard deviation: 1.16). All subjects
are Japanese males and university students. Seven are
undergraduate students and 2 are master students. The average of the TOEIC score of the subjects is 660 (maximum:
930, minimum: 435, and standard deviation: 154.1).

Result
First, the feature selection was applied. The backward stepwise feature selection selected 20 features among the 35
ones. For the evaluation of the selected features, we computed the correlation coefficient between the feature and
the TOEIC score. The features with the highest correlation
coefficient are: the number of correct answers (0.74), the
sum of the saccade time of the question area (0.70), the
average fixation duration of the overall area (0.66), and the
sum of the saccade length of the overall area (0.66).
The table 2 shows the result of the TOEIC score estimation. For each participant, we compute the absolute er-

SESSION: EYEWEAR

Subject

Abs. Error

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Average

87.0
86.9
1.52
28.1
42.9
24.1
9.38
24.5
21.9
36.3

Table 2: Estimation of the TOEIC
score.

ror between the real TOEIC score and the estimated one.
On average, the absolute mean error is 36.3 points, with a
standard deviation of 46.5 points.

Conclusion and future work
We presented a new method for estimating the language
skill of a reader by using a mobile eye tracker. After retrieving the document in the scene image recorded in the front
camera, the eye gaze of the user is projected in the document space. Some features related to the reading behavior
are extracted and then, the TOEIC score of the subject can
be estimated.
Our main outlook is to try to reduce the number of needed
documents for estimating the English skill. For now, reducing the number of document greatly reduce the performance.
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